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Epstein’s Model-scouting Madam— 
Ghislaine Maxwell —the common thread between Trump,
Epstein & Clinton.

 
 
Ongoing thread

Meet the woman who ties Jeffrey Epstein to Trump and the Clintons
Heiress Ghislaine Maxwell paved the way to presidents.

https://politi.co/2JIiq6v

Take your partisan glasses off and knowing what we know & suspect about Epstein &

his probable Kompromat op, as well as Robert Maxwell’s crazy history & put your

NatSec glasses on when you read this. K?

Maxwell, who has denied accusations made in civil suits of aiding and participating in

Epstein’s sexual abuse of minors, has been among the pedophile’s closest associates.  

 

Unlike Epstein, she comes from a privileged background that gave her access to the

rich and powerful.
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For years, beginning in the early ’90s, she and Epstein cut glittering figures on the

Manhattan and Palm Beach social circuits, with Maxwell taking the lead. (According

to various accts, she’s a controlling/in-charge type individual)

While people who knew Epstein in Palm Beach described him as “very odd” and said

“he didn’t go out much,” those who know Maxwell described her as “vivacious,”

“warm” and “effusive.” 

 

(And possessive, protective, in-charge, controlling...FTR)

Ghislaine Maxwell’s family knew Trump before Epstein arrived on the scene,  

 

She continued contact with Chelsea Clinton after Epstein was jailed on sex offenses.

Maxwell first grew close with the Clintons after Bill Clinton left office, vacationing on

a yacht with Chelsea Clinton in 2009, attending her wedding in 2010, & as recently as
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2013, years after her name first emerged in accounts of Epstein’s alleged sexual

abuse.

It has also been said that her relationship with Chelsea was separate from that of the

one with Bill.

Around 2005: One friend of Maxwell’s, who spoke on the condition of anonymity,

was surprised to see Doug Band, then a top adviser to Bill Clinton, among the 8 to 10

guests at a dinner party at her Upper East Side apartment

Chelsea & hub were friendly with her bc of her relationship w a dear friend of theirs.

When that friendship ended, Chelsea & Marc’s friendship w Ghislaine ended too

For several years, Maxwell was romantically linked with Ted Waitt, the billionaire

founder of Gateway Inc.. 

 

“Ghislaine was the contact between Epstein & Clinton,” said a person familiar with

the relationship.

Trump’s ties to Maxwell and her late father, one-time Semion MOGILEVICH

“business” partner & British/Mossad/Soviet spy, Robert Maxwell, meanwhile, go

back to at least the late 1980s.

Ghislaine was no stranger to sexual blackmail : 1986

Aside: 
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July 1, 1987: Trump & Ivana visit the USSR 

1987: Trump meets Epstein  

 

In the 1980s, TRUMP and ROBERT MAXWELL rubbed shoulders on the high-flying

Manhattan party circuit.

An item from a May 1989 gossip column placed Trump and both Maxwells together

at a party aboard the elder Maxwell’s yacht, Lady Ghislaine, that featured caviar

flown in from Paris & former GOP senator John Tower of TX. Trump compared his

own larger yacht with Maxwell’s.

Trump’s yacht, the Trump Princess, had originally belonged to the Saudi arms dealer

ADNAN KHASHOGGI (uncle of the slain Washington Post contributor Jamal), and

Maxwell’s yacht had originally belonged to one of Adnan’s brothers.

Side note — in the same paper as the yacht gossip in 1989, is a write up on how

AMERICAN UNIVERSITY in DC was dropping ADNAN KHASHOGGI from their

board of trustees which he’d been on since 1983. He gave $5M in 1984 to the school.  

 

American U is Mariia Butina’s school.
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Robert Maxwell’s biographer told of an incident from around the same period in the

80s when Ghislaine was working for one of her father’s business enterprises selling

corporate gifts. 

 

📌She asked her father to use his friendship with Trump to get her a meeting with

him

“Have you got your bum in your head?”  

Robt Maxwell responded, according to an account by the late Nicholas Davies,

Maxwell’s biographer 

 

“Why the f*** would Donald Trump want to waste his time seeing you with your

crappy gifts when he has a multi-million-dollar business to run?”

Nov 5, 1991, Maxwell fell off his yacht in the middle of the Atlantic Ocean and

drowned, a sensational death that was ruled accidental. 
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(But it prob wasn’t.

http://www.martindillon.net/the_assassination_of_robert_maxwell__israel_s_sup

erspy_26176.htm ht @ericgarland)

Another side note:  

Dec 1991 AP Report 

 

On Nov 8, 1991, three days after her father’s nude body was found, Ghislaine rushes

through his yacht & starts rifling through cabinets, throwing files on the floor,

demanding the crew shred them.

“He was a character and a colorful guy, and I think we were lucky to have seen even a

short time of him in New York,” Trump told Larry King during an appearance on

CNN two weeks later.  

 

“He was my kind of a guy.” 

 

Trump’s kind of guy.

1997 

New Yorker profile of Trump notes that the article’s author shared a ride to Palm

Beach on Trump’s private jet with Ghislaine Maxwell, as well as a teenage Eric Trump

and Matthew Calamari, a longtime member of Trump’s private security team.
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Searching for Trump’s Soul
Mark Singer on Donald Trump and his divorce from Marla Maples.

https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/1997/05/19/trump-solo

Also 1997: Ghislaine Maxwell & Trump at a Ford Modeling 50th Anniversary event in

SoHo. Oct 31, 1997

April 2000 Ghislaine & Prince Andrew
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